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And finally after the Titanfall fiasco and other delays, Assassin's Creed Liberation has popped up on the schedule. As a Vita exclusive I was looking forward to this (even if I did say that in my review last year), and I have to say I was treated to a great game! One of the first things that struck me was the characters freedom when it came to
movement. I could choose any direction I wanted whilst looking at a target and not just move towards them but fly across the battlefield. This coupled with the game setting of 1762, its hard to shake off is a recurring theme of the time period. It feels right and unlike the other last gen Assassins Creed. The game's predecessor, Assassin's Creed:

Liberation, is a PS Vita exclusive developed by Ubisoft with another set of directors. It ran with a similar plot and added gadgets, giving you more of a control of your character as you slide and climb in a very believable city. As far as the combat is concerned, it's an easy game to pick up and play, even on the PS3. The game is an ideal entry point
for anyone considering Assassin's Creed. Assassin's Creed II is yet another game to feature a mission editor, allowing the player to create their own missions and share them online. The best missions allow players to face off against one another, engaging in long-range firefights to take down rivals and will require your killer instinct and aim. The

final game is the most ambitious one, Assassin's Creed III Liberation included. In this game you play as Haytham Kenway, the son of the very assassin we just played in the previous game. Haytham is now a free man who has just inherited Kenway Manor, which is right across from the Abstergo Industries Headquarters. This is where the game
starts, where you are able to investigate each of the three separate missions from previous titles. It's basically a tour of the Abstergo building, the place that was once a bad ass Assassin's refuge, but now apparently hold up to unsavory characters, as you are about to find out. 5ec8ef588b
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